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ABSTRACT

.4 finite e!emen[ model of polarization switching in a polycgstalline ferroelectric! fe,~oelastic ceramic is deve!oped. II is

assumed that a c~slalli[e swi[ches if the reduction in potential ene~y of [he polycnsml exceeds a cri[icsl energy barrier per

uni[ volume of s~~i[ching material. Each wystallite is represented b> a finite element wi[h the possible dipole directions

assigned randomly subjec~ to crystallographic constraints. The model accounts for both e!ec:ric field induced (i.e.

ferroe!ec[ric) sw itching and stress induced $i.e. ferroe!as[ic) switching with piezoelecwic interactions. @e:ime3tally rnexure~
ek:ic. dielectric. and piezoelectric constants are used consistently. but different effec[iie critical energ> barritrs are se!ec:ed
Fhenomenologicsl l}. Electric displacement versus e!ec:ric field. strain versus elec~ric tield. smss u~rs:fs s:rain. and S[rcs:

Ye.vus e!ec:ric displacement loops ofa ceramic lead lanthanum zircona[< ri[xu[e (P LZT) are modcl!ed we!l be!ow [he Curie
tc.mpcmure.

Ke}-words: ferra!ecrici~, ferroe!astici~. sl~itching, finite element. piezoe!ecwici~

1. INTRODUCTION

Rene\ved interest in ferroelectric memories as well as sensors. actuators and smafi structures has brought resurgent

resexc!-i acti~ity on this material since (he mid 1970s augmenting prior l~ork 1-8. Recently. the development of nano-panicle
ce&mmics9-] 1 ~d n~no-[hic~ness fi]ms }~,1~, the chamcteri~tion of sivitching mechanisms \vith sensi[ive surface scanning

equipment ~~. 1~ and measurements of the ferroelectric response at sma!l field 16. I ~ enhance our understanding of

ferroe!ectrici~ \vhile bringing new technologies. However, only a modest amount of \vork has focused on mesoscopic
mode!in~ of the important noniinear behavior of polycrystalline ceram ics under electro-mechanical loads IS-26.

Fa-roelectric s~vitching occurs because of multiple equilibrium stales allo\\ed in the crystal sttucture (e.g. in tetragonal

s!mme[~, a central ion can move into any one of six orthogonal off center sites due to the application of electric field.

mechanical stress or both~7-~S). Theories for the s~vitching betl~een these equilibrium states in~olve potential energy
.

reciuc[ion as a dri~ing force~7.~9.JO resisted by energy barriers bet\~een [he various configurations (e.g. Landau-G inzburg-
D?\onshire mwie!). For a single crystal and a polycrystalline ceramic. the theories for s~vitching encompass a modification of

Awmrti’s nuc]emion and growth model based upon the kinetics of rate dependency~ 1‘~~. S\vitching domains nucleating on

iht s~r~~cd of J ceramic. ekpanciin: and ewntual]y meeting other golvin~ domains in a ceramic hale been experimentally

obsemed 1.~,~~.

As regards our polarization sivi[ching model. the basic assumption is that a single ferroelectric c~stallite in a

poi> cm sialline ceramic. }vhich is subjected [o an electric field or a s[ress or both. undergoes a polarization change and a

cm-responding s:rain change if the resulting reduction in potential enery +<ceeds a critical value per unit volume of s~vi[ching

m,a[erisl. The critical value of energ reduction is assumed implicit]) to be associated w ith barriers to s]t i[ching ~vhich cause
dissipation m domain \valls s~veep through the material. However. the c~ stalli[c is assumed to be a single domain. en[irel!

wimk.1 into one of [he available ferroelectric variants. The swi[ch from one variant to ano[her is thus taken to be
irxtmmeuus. so [hm rate effects are neglected. The c~stallite’s transforrna[ion causes a disruption of the IOCIIelectric ficl~

anti a Sirain mismatch at the cgstallite bounda~~~, contributing to the change of potential ener~> of [he pol)c~stallinc

c::~mic. In pre~ ious w’ork. approximations to this contribution to the energ’ chonge of the s) stem \vere obtained. The

si~ipi~s[ approsch was to neglect the interaction completely. leading [o a Reuss approximation IS. I~. .4 mcm tie[d [IICOQ
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based on approximating the intemction energy as that of a non-piezoelectric inclusion in a non-p iezoeleclric matrix has also

been used~~. Finite element models of polycrysrals have also been developed, with each c~slallite being represented by a

single element. So far, [hese treatments have been applied only to purely ferroelecmic~4 and purely femoelastic~j sysrems
tvith electro-mechanical interactions neglected.

In the cument work described below, the behavior of a polycrystalline ferroelectric/femel ast ic ceramic is developed with

the dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric response accounted for. Yet the model is still a simplification. Each ct-ys.tallite is

model led as a cube with each cube having the same size. Therefore. the distribution of grain shape and size is yet to be

introduced. Furthermore. the progressive s~~itching caused by a domain wall motion is neglected. although this effect has

been handled elsewhere \vithin the context of a mean field theory leading to a self-consistent treatment based on inclusion

&odek~6.

The simulations using the finite element model are carried out t~ith 256 cubic c~stallites ha~ing initially random

temigonality and electrical polarization consistent with the tetragonality. The applied electrical or stress fieid is gradually

increased and later reversed. The behavior is followed incrementally by permit~ing in each step the swi[ching of the

c,~stallites most favored in the sense of the driving force exceeding the critical barrier. At a given increment of the process the

load is kept constant until all the energetically favorable domains switch and thereafter the load is changed. The parameters of

the model are chosen from empirical cons{ants of a lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT 8,’65;35) ceramic~~.

in this paper. the spontaneous polarization is the switchable polarization of a crystallite and the spontaneous strain is the
stvitchable strain of a c~stallite: the remhent polarization is the switchable polarization of the polyc~stalline ceramic and

the remanem smin is the s~vitchable stmin of the ~lycryslalline ceramic; the remanent polarization and stmin are the avera~e

over spontaneous values of all the c~stallites in the ceramic.

2. GO VERXIXG EQU.ATIOXS

The c~stallites are bonded together perfectly at their boundaries lvith no extrinsic charge present an>where w ithin the
ferroelecwic ceramic. T?tus. the elecm”c displacement D satisfies~6

~Di/d~i = O \\ (1)
\

along with the continuity condition

rti [lDil] = O c)

across the c~stallite boundaries tvhere x is position, n is the oum~ard unit normal to the boundary and the symbol [1 1]

denotes a jump in the quantity contained within it. defined as the value outside the c~stallite minus the value }vithin.

\Vithout body force, mechanical equilibrium requires that

dCJtjlf3xl = O (3)

and

[111
ni Oij = O (4)

across c~stallite boundaries, where o is the mechanical stress defined by a constitutive law for a given cpstallite 1$’.~7

O]j = Cij~, (ekl - e~l) - Ybdj ‘k (5)

\\ here C is the elastic tensor and es is the spontaneous strain of the tetragonal unit cell measured from a cubic datum. The

quanti~ e is the strain in a c~stallite defined in terms of the displacement u in the usual manner,

‘IJ = (~ Ui/~Xj+~Uj/,d Xi)/2 (6)

and y is the converse piezoelectric coeftlcient tensor~~ defined by

Y,jk = d}lm c]mj~ (7)
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.vhere d is the direct piezoelectric coefficient tensor. The electric field vec[or. E. is given bY

E, = -a~t ax, (s)

\vhere @ is the potential. For the electric displacement D. each c~stalli[e obeys 19.~7

( )Di = .(ljk ejk – e~k + ~ij Ej + p; (9)

~where E is [he tensor of die!ec;ric permittivi[ies at constant strain. and Ps is the spontaneous polarization of the c~stzdlite

\vith mayrirude Po.

3. EXERGY’ RELATIONSHIPS AXD SJVITCHIXG CRITERION

The po[entiai ener-g of the plyc~sralline ferroelecrric!ferroe !astic ceramic is given by~~.~6.S~

L?(u. q,D) = ~jv [~ij(e,j -e~j)+Ei(Di _P~)]dV-~> T, u, dS-\~O q@dS (10)

l~here the first integral is the e!asfic. diele~tric and piezoelecrric ener~v siored in the material. the second is [he po[~~ii~l-.

energy of the traclion T imposed on the part ST of the bounda~ S. and the third is the potential enersz} of the e!ecirical Iosd

0 imposed on the pafi So of the boundary$. The potential energy is a functional of u. q and D. so [hat E and G in eq ( !O)

should be considered as functions of D and e. Since q is taken to be zero on S - So and u [o be zero on S - ST. the po[en[lzl

ener-q can be rewritten X2

“)-E,(D,-P;)]dW~T, u:dS-.@bdSU(u. q.D) = ~~~ [G,j(ci, “:J (11)

A given cmstdlite s~vitches \vhen the reduction of the po[ential energy AU of the polycrystalline ceramic due to that
s~vitch is equal or larger than the ener~ bstiier for the s~vi[ch. Thus. the swiIching criterion is given by

AU + VcAyIc S O (12)

\rhere AVC is the energy barrier per unit volume of a c~stallite t~hich must be overcome upon s~vitching and \’c is the

volume of the c~stallite \vhich sgitches. The energy Ixmier to a 90” swj[ch A I+J~O“M taken to be either the same as or

180 Oniv the most favorzbi~ oriented cn stalli(e is allolved to s~vitch at anydifferent from the barrier [o a ISO”slvitch A Vc . .

s[age and only one is permitted to s~vitch at any time. The most fa~ombly oriented c~stallite is defined to be the one for
l~hich the left hand side ofeq. (12) is smallest.

.The requirement that eqs. (1) to (9) must be satisfied after the s~vitch \vill lead to changes in all the te.rt-ns in U except T

on ST and @ on So ~~hich are fixed. The spontaneous polarization of the c~stallite changes from its old value P> to a nm
value Ps + APS and the spontaneous strain changes from es to es - Aes. Due to the change of the spontaneous c~s[allite
polarization and strain. [he electric field in the polyc~stal changes from its old value E to a netv value E - AE. the strain

becomes a new value e - Ae, the displacement on ST becomes a new value u - Au and the charge on So becomes q - ~a.

Consistent with the change of [he crystallite tetragonali~. the tensor of die!? c[ric pmtnittivities changes from its old value ~
to a ne~v value E - Ac: the elastic tensor becomes C - AC: and consistent \vi[h the change in spontaneous polarization. [he
con~erse piezoelec[ric coefficient tensor becomes y - &/. The change of the energ>’ in the system .lU is thus given b}

The relationship bet~~een charge and electric displacement on S is

q = -n, D,

Nhere n is the ou[~;ard unit normal to the surface and D is taken to be zero outside of V, This laner assumption
b> the relatively large effective dielectric constant for PLZT and the cubic shape of V. Virtual ~vork then gives

(1:)

(14)

is juslilied



~@AqdS = JvEIADidV (15)

In addition, the virtual work relationship

& T1 Aui ds = Jv~ijACijdv (16)

also prevails. Substitution of these results into eq. (13) leads to

Au = -Jv (~ij Ae?j + Ei Ap~)dv -~ Jv [~ij(Aeij -Aefj)+ Et(AD, -AFI;)
(17)

– Aaij (cij – e~j + Aeij – Aeij*)- AEi(Di-P~+ ADi-AP~)]dV

A funher application of virtual work leads to

~v ~Glj ~~lj dv = J~ATi Aui dS. (1s)

The bound~ conditions applied on S ensure that the right hand side of eq. ( 1S) is zero. For convenience, we can [herefore

The stress increment is given by

and the electric displacement increment by

( (Aejk) +Ayijk ejk )ADi = ~lj~ Aej~ – - e~k + Aejk –Ae~k )+~ij AEj +A~ij (Ej+AE, +AP~

Substitution of these into eq. (19) along with eq. (5) and (9) into its second integral gives

AU = -Jv (h~j~~+AptEi ) ‘J (dV + ~ v Ae~j Cijkl Ae~l dv – ~Jv Aeij cij~l + Acijk[
)

Aekl dV

1
+lJV (eij–e~ - Ae~j ) ACtikI

.(
eu –e~l -Ae~I ) dV +~v AEi ( Yijk +Ayij~ )Aej~ d~

(
- JvEiA+(ijk ejk -e~~ -Ae~k )dV+~Jv AEi (~ij+A~ij )AEj dV-~ * JvEi A~ij Ej dv

4. FINITE ELEMENT NIETHO D

The finite e!ement equations for solving the problem can be developed from the principle of [he virtua! workss

Jv (~~ljCrlj- 6Ei Dl)dV = J~(Sul Ti - 60q)dS

where IS() indicares a virtual variation. The mechanical bounda~ conditions are

‘i ‘Ij
= T: on ST.

U1 = o on SU

(19)

(20)

(21)

(~V)

(23)

(X)

Nhere To is the prescribed traction given on ST and Su + ST = S. As noted previously. it is assumed that the electrostatic
energy in regions external to V can be neglected because of the high dielectric permittivity of (he polycrystal compared to [hat

of air. As a result, D is neglected outside V and ni [lDi]] = – ni Di on the surface S. Thus. the electrical bounda~ conditions

are

4
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,

nlDi = O on Sq.

0=0°
(25)

on S@

u kere @o is the prescribed e!ec:ric potential on So and Sq - S~ = S. In a mairixnotation.the displacement components oi

u and the potential @ can be written in terms of finite element interpolations as

,,

l-l
u, I

u? = [Nu]{cos}!
u: (%)

@ = [NO]{WN}

\vhere the ma~ri.~ ~u] contains interpolation functions of the displacement and [N~D]contains mterpoiallon functions o] :ne.,

~!ecmic poten~ia[. The vec:or {~) contains the displacemen~ and the potentials for all the nodal points in the finite e!cm~~[

m,eshS9. The strain for ezch e!emem in {e} and the electric field for each element in {E} are given in column sectors as

{Cl, e-. e,; 2e2j 2e13 2e12}T = {e} = [BC]{UN}.-- .
(:-)

{El E? E,~T = {E} = [BE]{QIS}

where the interpolation matrices (Be] and ~BE] result from differentiations of [Xu] and of PO). respec~ivel~. In a disc: e:iz:d

fen-n. eq. (23) becomes after elimination of virtual variations of {~}

,& ([B.]TICJI- [%]T{D})d~ = J~TIXu]T{T}o dS (:s1

u here {aj is a column vec:or containing stress components in the same order as in ~e~. ~D~ is a column \ector containing
e!?c:ric disp}ace,ment com~onenls in the same order as in {E), {T) is {Tl Tz T: }T and [he superscript o irrdicws prescribed
\a[ues. me surface inte:tii o~er Sq in eq (28) is absent because the charge is prescribed IO be zero there.

Use of the constitutive laws eqs. (5) and (9) then give the finite element equa[ions

[K]{OIX} = {F} + {Fs} (:9)

\vhere [K] is the stiffness matrix. {F) is the nodal !oad due to the tractions To on ST and {Fs } is the additional noda~ lozd

due to the spontaneous polarization and spontaneous strain. The stiffness matrix [K] and column vectors {F) and {Fs~ arc

given as

[~]= ;v[[Sc]T[C][R~] -[ B2YPf~~]-[B~]T[ `(]T(Bej-[~E]T[e] [BE))d~"

{F}=~s, [W)T{T}dS (:0)

{Fs}=k ([ B.]T[CJ{CS} - [BE]TMT {~s} + [BE]T{P’})W

where the matrix [C] contains the elastic constants. the matrix [y] contains the converse piezoelecrric coefficients. and the

matrix [E] contains the dielectric permittivities such that

{6} = [C]({e} - {/}) - [./]{ E}.
{~i)

{D} = [’{IT ({~} - {~s}) + [~]{E} + {p’}

tihich is equivalent to eqs. (5) and (9). The matrices [C]. [y] and [~] are the sfime in cvstallographic axis with the third

dirtction aliyed with the sponumeous polarization. However, Ivhen rotated to global coordin~tes. [he matrices \\ill va~ from
~!emen; ;~,~~elnent due to the orthogonal trJnSfom~Xiwt.

in a discretized foml. the reduction of the potential energy due to stitching from eq. (22) is



AU = -jv({J\cs}T{G}+{AP’]T{E})dv++Jv {AC’}T[C]{AC’}8V

+;jv({eS }T+{Ac’ }T-{e}T)[AC]({es }+{ Acs}-{e})dV (y)

+jv [E] T[Ay]T({c’ )-{ Ac’}-{c})dV-~ ~\V{E]T[A~]{E} dV-;{A~~]T([K]+ [AK]) {A~x}

The increments of nodal displacements {A@) due to switching must satisfy the finite element equation

[K]{AUX } + [AK](~Wx}+{AWN )) = {AF’} (33)

which is an incremental form of eq. (29). Since the prescribed tractions are held fixed during a s.vitch and the prescribed

charges are set to be zero on Sq. only the nodal load incrementsdue to (he change of the spontaneous pol~rizalion and strain

appear on the right hand side of eq. (33). The column vector of this nodal load incrcmencs is given from eq. (30)

{AF’} = Jv {[Be]T[[C]{Ae’} + [AC]({e’}+{Aes })]

- [%zr[[Y]T {Ae~} + [A-/]T({es}+{Aes })] + [B~]T{APs}}dV “

and the stiffitess matrix increment is also g~+en from eq. (30) as

(N)

[AK] = JV([BC]T[AC] [B,] - [BC]T[AY][ BE] - [BE]T[A-,]T [BC] - [BE]T[A~][BE])dv

in eq. (33) gives

= ([K]+ [AK])-’({AFS} - [AK]{uN}).

(35)

(36)

Thus, the reduction of the potential energy in eq. (32) becomes

AU = -Jv[{Aes}T{c} +{ APs}T{E} --!-

‘\

~{ Aes}T[C]{Aes}

-~({es}T+{Aes}T-{ e}T)[AC]({es}+{ Aes}-{e})-(EITIA-/]T ({es} +{ Aes}-{e}) W

+;{ EITIAc](El]dv -;({AFs }-[AK]{~x})T((K] +[AK])-t({AFs }-[AK]{@~})

.- . . . --- _= .=-.-=,

5. NUMERICAL” SIMULATION

The model for ferroelec:ric behavior is implemented in a

finite element mesh ofa few hundred crystallite. The mesh
consists of cubic e!ements of equal size arranged in a cube as

depicted for S elements in Fig. 1. Each finite element

represents one cv stallite; each element has eigh( nodes with
a node a[ each comer~9. Parallel to the coordinate direction,

the elements use a linear interpolation of each displacement

component and the potential. so th~t there is a trilinear

dependence on position. The strain, stress, elecmic field, and
electric displacement in each element are evaluated at the

cen:roid and the s;illllcss in eq. (30) is computed b) 1 point
numerical integration~9. A random number generator is

used to create Ihe principal axes of the initial letragonal unit
cell of each crystallite. The magnitude of the spontaneous

stmin ofa c~stallite parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell js

T-ta T =T. acd
E!ecwPdmrd o =0.
A@I@510icp Face

u.=oca --
X,ax!s Trac:m am Charge

Free m Omer Faces

%

I
I ‘)=—-”: =0 ,mX,ax,s

7s Ch..cemnt.x,*.ecm*
5 U, = Oam Poemai @=O

m acncm Face

FIG. 1. .%hcma[ic diagram of the cubic mesh of S e!tmtmfs. Each
cubic c!cmcn[ represents mrc cr:smllitc and has i~s o$$n
prIncIp:Il cr! smllogr;lphic directions.
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~. The stmin perpendicular to the c-axis is -~ CO
2-3

co = = ~, ivhere ~ is the lattice parameter of a cubic cell

having t&’ same volume as the tetragonal cell. A spent.?neous pol%lzation of magnitude P. is assigted randomly to the

positive or negative direction parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell. The spontaneous polarizations along Ihe a-axes are zero.

Tne components of the sponumeous strain and polarization of each c~stallite are calculated in a fixed Canesian coordinate
s}ste.m common IO the ceramic. These components ~vill be refereed to throughout the discussion belo~v.

The dielectric permirtiviry, piezoelectric coefficient and elasticity ~ensors in generzl are anisotropic with the polar axis

determining the s~mmerries. However. there are insufficient experimental data to determine values o[her than tha[ paralle! to

the poled axis of 8.’65;35 PLZT single c~stallite. Thus. the pwnittivi~ is taken to be isotropic

\vhere E is the die!ec[ric permi[livity and lhe elasticity matrix’ is also taken to be isotropic

(3s)

(39)

\vhere v is Poisson’s ratio and Y is Young’s modulus. The values for C. v and ‘f are chosen to match the experimental data

measured from uniaxial poling and stressing experiments on the polyc~stalline ceramic. ~Vith these assumptions. the

die!ec:ric pe,nnirtivity and the elastici~ of the pol>c~stalline ceramic will be isotropic e~en when it has a ne[ poiariixion.

Tne direct piezoe!ecwic coefficient tensor’ for each c~ sml!ilc-. when referred to the coordinate s>stem in which the positi~e

x;-axis is paralle[ to the positive polarimtion direc~ion. hu the positivevalued component dj;:~~. The ocher components of

d which are nonzero are assumed to be

Contribution of the shear components of d to the macroscopic average piezoe!ectric behavior is significam. but none of Ihe

shear components are provided by the PLZT experiments 19. \Vith the isotropic el~s~ic constam C and the direct piezoelecmic
coetlicient (ensor d. the nonzero components of [he converse piezoelectric coefilcient tensor g in eq. (7) are stated as

(41)

Tine macroscopic strain of the aggregate is computed as the volume a~’erasgeof the strain in the crystallite and the

macxxcouic polarization is the volume average of the spontaneous polarization in the c~stallites. Since e~ch c~stallite has

\he same volume Vc, the volume average can be computed as a simple arithmetic average of the strain and poiarizolion
components over all c~stallites. Thus. the initia! remanent strain and polarization of the polyc~stal is zero (or nexly zero

because the finite number of cqwallites involved in a given simulation can have a nonzero average from the random number

generation). Similarly, the average linear contributions to the strain e and the electric displacement D are zero initially since
(he imposed traction and potential are zero initially.

Tne boundag conditions in eq. (24) are imposed such thar the displacement U; is fixed at zero for ail nodal points on
the bortom surface of the cubic mesh as sholvn in Fig. I \vhere the X;-axis is considered to be vertical and .XI and X2 define

the horizontal pl&e. The displacement u 1 is fixed at zero for all poinrs along the Io\ver left edge of the cube and Uz is zero
along !he lot~er front edge. All these nodal points i~here the displacement is fixed at zero compose SU. AS sho~$n in Fig. 1.

the rrac[ion is imposed on the top surface of the cube as a uniform ~due T; = T{) ivith T1 and Tz equal IO zero e\e~\vhere
except on Su. In addition. (he boundq conditions in eq. (25) are inlposed b> fixing the electric po[entid @ at zero on the

bottom surface of the cube: the charge q is fixed at zero for all points on the side faces of the cube; and the potential is
imposed on the top surface of the cube 3s a uniform Y31ue \\hich is consistent N i[h a uniform electric field.

A cp stallite is assumed to s]~itch \vhen the reduction of po(ential encrg} of the sjstem due to tha[ s~i itch is equal [o 3

critical i aiue. which can be considered to be equ31 10 the energy barrier \ihich must be O\ ercome to 3chie\ e the s!vitch. Tne
si~itching criterion eq. (12) is modified in the form:



}-[ E]T[Y,]T({C’}-{ ACS}-{C})

(J2)

{3 F’}-[Xj{cIS}] 2 ~Eop:,
-v.

where Vc is :he \oiume of an e!emen[ 3nd the Ienn Juc in q. t ~1) IS :eni~ccti O} its vaiue 2 E()P. with E(}Ihe magnituce of
..

an c!rectlve coe:c~ve field. The parameter E. IS the coe:c:ie rlc:~ ,,-,-i,c.->’ ‘ -~”n’i =;“o :~e polariz~[ion dircclion for 180” switchin: ifi 3n
i~ola[~d sin~ie Cnstalli[e. me j,,vl[chln~ Cri[erion is evalualeti 31 :hc cen[roid 0( an ciement V.ith c:n~roidal values Of :he

s[rain. stress. sponmneous strain. e!ec:ric field. and spontmeous poi3rizxion :aken to represent the eknmt 3s a uhole. Since
swi[ching is considered for one e!ement 3[ 3 [ime. [he fir:i -1 i~~j on the le!i hand side ot_eq. (42) ue c~mpu~ed only for :he

~iement under consideration for s\\i~chin~. The 13s[{em on Ihe ~eti h~nci side ofeq.(~~) accoun[s for :he e!as~ic. dieicc:::c.

M piezoekcric inrcnction energy ot_3il the c~slalli[es.

.1 nelv in\erse stitTness rnstiix [K]”l is evaluated 3riti ji~r~ti QfIer ettq sw itch because [K] changes IO ~ new value due [O

the presence of an isotropic piezoe!ectric coefficients ~~hich lmd [o the increments [~”(]. \kith die Snerman->forrison

fonnuia~o. the ne\v inverse [K]-[ is :hen used to calcula[c ([K]-[3K])-1 for all possible s\\ itches (i.e. ti\ c possible femoe!e::ric

sv, ilches for Ie:ragonal symme~~) for e3ch c~srallite. Ni)le thar [K]-i and ([K)-[K])-’ musl be condii~oned. as musi b< ~1<]

in eq. (29) and ([ K]-[.K]) in eq. (55), t~account for disp13c<,men[ bound3~ conditions imposed on Su and for po[en[mi

boundaq conditions on So. Tinis is a ~risiai step since ail bounca~ conditions on Su 3nd So in~ol~ e z<ro value excep[ Yor

the prescribed uniform poterttial \alue on the top surhce.

Since oni} one c~stallite e!ement is considered for switching a[ a time. [he value ofthe left hand side ofeq. (42) for :tie
jlti[i!t of one e!ement of volume L’c c3n be identified. If [he condi[ion in eq. (42) is me~. a Swilch is permissible. .+11

possibie SNi~ches in [he 3g~regme ~inc!uding [he possibie su ilches to Jifi-e:snt polarization in e3ch t!ement ) m considered
and [he mos: f3\ombie possiciiity is identified and acce?tcd. The most (~\or3ble su i~ch is [1)3[unich C3USCSthe gre~~es;

reo’uc:ion in poten Li31energy: i.e. the slvitch for \vhich [he Ietl h3nd side of ea. (42) mos[ exceeds Ihe right h3nd side. ,A~Ier

[he switch h3s betn made. a new S[if-mess rnauix [K] in eq. (29) is computed b} rotaling the converse pkzoe!ecrric rensor [-;]

of [he s~vi[ched cq. stallite. A new nod31 load {Fs) is computed by re3ssemb1ing the spontmeous strains 3nd polarizations of
all the co st311ites in the fini[e e!emen~ mesh. Solution of eq. (29) with the ne\v [K] and {F>} gives ne..v nod31 values of i.e.

~mx ~: the ne\\ nod31 values then pro~ide the new sir3in ~ensor je ~. s~ress tensor ~a~. 3nd eiecuic tit!c! vec[or [E~ in each

\
element: the ne\v [K] 3nd its in~erse [K “1are then used to ev31u3te [[K]-[LK])-l for every possible switch for e3ch element.
\OIC [hat the ewcr in~eme ([ K]-fJK])- for eve~ possibie switch is ob[3ined from the Sitmttan-llomison formu13~0, easing

the computational burden. \\”iIh {CIx]. {o). {E). and ([ K]-[X])-i updated. another st~itch associa~ed \vith the gre3~est
v31ue of the lefr h3nd side of eq. (42) is then considered \silhout changing (he imposed reaction or pmential. This process is

repe31ed until no more elements \vill s\vitch. The trac:ion or potential is (hen incremented and eq. (<2) is used to se!ect

further switches. The increments of the traction or poten1i31 are esIim3ted wi[h the intention that only one cUst311ite s~vitchts

3t 3ny gi~en s13ge. However. once a c~slallite stvitches. many uther neighboring crystallizes tend to follo~v suif.

6- RESULTS

All the calculations presented in this paper are done wi[h 3n identical random set of 256 c~stallim. E3ch c~stalli[e is
represented b] 3n eight-node cubic finite element ho\ing 3 node at t3ch comer in a Xx S s -i (i.e. 4 ~enical la>ers of an S \ S

planar mesh) rectangular array w’ith its rectangular edges par311el to the Canesian coordinate axes common to the cer3mic.
Tine p3ramet<rs used 3re experimentally detemlined \31ues for S 6555 PLZT ceramic. >’ = 6S GP3. c = 0.05625 UF ‘m. d:::

= 1.1SS x 10-Qm.~:. and u = 0.4S. The value e. = 0.00277 is chosen in auempts to match the remxtent str3in and P,, =

O.~-l C mz chosen [o match the re.manent polarization of the e.sp?rimenral dara after the sample tvas poled numeric311} and ih~

tield Nas rem wed.

Tu o sets ofsimul~rions are presented. For the first se: of simui3tions. the efkcti~e critical tield for WC s\\ifching E~(’ is
K&en to be CQU31 [o the critic31 field for ISO’ s\xi(ching E~,so 3nd bo[h represented by E. in eq. (-l?) Ii hich is se!ected 10 be

0.26 \lL’ m. The ialue of 0.36 \lV’m is tht memured coerci~e field for a PLZT ceramic. For ~he CNherset or simul:l[i’~;ls.
1)()

the effecti~e critic31 tie!d for 902 stvirchin: E,, IS set 10 be 0. II.)Jl\’ m md the critical tield for ISO<j\\ i[chins E()lso is 1.0
hit” m. These cri Iic31 valuts are used instead of E. in eq. (42) for [hc relmant slritch, Xote th3t 0.10 \lVinl is [hc cffc<[il t

critic31 tield gi~ in: [hc best tit to the experimental e!mric disp13ccment versus elecric tic id hi slk:esis [ooP ivhcn cmi\

elec:ric field induced (i.e. Fcrroelecrric) sl~i[ching is 3ccounted for 3nJ strain 3nd mcch:lnic~l stress m ncgtecwd2J.
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6.1. Simulations with E. = 0.36 MV/m

Fig. ?(a) sho~vs the simulated electric displacement versm electric field loop and 2(b) shotvs the corresponding
longitudinal strain versus electric field butterfly loop with E. equal to 0.56 hW/m. The average remanent polarization and

strain are zero initially because the elements have random spontaneous polarizations. This random state is then subjected to

the su irching criterion of eq. (-12) without any applied electric field or stress and some switching occurs: the stitching
process in the absence of the applied load is called ‘annealing’. When the anne31ing is completed. the macroscopic remarrent

pokiixr:ion JZJ jir~ii] arc rccordcd. It can bc SW] in Fig. ?(b) thfit annealing leads to a small non-zero remanent stririn.

As the 3pplied potential is increased from zero in Fig. 2(a). the electric displacement increases linearly up to a field of O.S

hlV m. rises nonlinearly from 0.3 MV/m to 1.5 MV/m. and thereafter incre3ses nearly iinearly, but the sIop~ eventually

decreases to the linear dielectric response at 5.0 ~li: ‘Itl. These nonlinearities in the initial curve occur only when a slvitch

induces a large mechanical strain and internal stress~ 1. If the mechanical srr3in is small, the electric dispJaCenlerlt initially

increases proportional (o the square of the field until close to the coercive field (conforming to the Rayleigh Ia\v 16.42), then

rises rapidl! be>ond the coercive field. and eventually reaches the saturated poltirizmion. Along the initial curve in Fig. 2(3).

about an equ31 number of 90° and 1SOOstvitches occur. As the field re3ches i[s maximum value of 4.0 htV~nl, [he

spon13neous polariza~ions of some elements are aligned as much as possible \vith the applied electric field (i.e. poled). bu[
many other elemen[s are !et to be poled. At the maximum fie!d. the rem3nent polarization—linear dielectric contribution

9
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subtracted from the electric displacement— reaches only 87% of its potential value because strong mechanical constraints

restrict poling of the ceramic by discouraging 90° switching 9141. Limited 90° switching occurs with nearly linear response

of the e!ectric displacement if the electric field is increased further beyond 4 MV/m, but the comple~e poling of the ceramic

can be induced only with an extremely large electric field. As the field is lowered from 4 MV/m, the elecmic displacement

reduces linearly until near zero field. Thereafter, si~grificant reverse poling takes place at -0.30 MV/m, but the ovemll reverse

response is ~gaduai and incremental.

Fig. Xb) shows the strain versus electric field butterfly loop corresponding to the eiecrric displacement versus electric

field hysteresis loop shown in Fig. 2(a). As the electric field is increased from zero initially, the strain initially increases

slight[y due to the linear piezoelectric response and then stays at a constant level until 0.5 MV/m. As the field is incre~ed

beyond 0.5 MV:m. the strain rises again until the field reaches 1.3 MV”m. Thereafter, the slope reduces gradually dowm to

the linear piezodectric response at a field level of about 4.0 MV/m. At the mmirnum field. the remanem strain reaches 89,6

of its potential value. The applied field is then decreased and the strain decreases moiniy due to linear piezoe!ectric response

unlil the strain re3ches its minimum when the field is -0.5 MV/m. The strain then rises non-monotonically to reach near to

saturation after repckwization. This non-monotonic response is never observed in measured strain versus electric field loops of
PLZT ceramic.

The step-wise switching process sho~~n in Figs. ?(a) and (b) is the result of the large constraints induced by the elastic.
dielectric. and piezoelectric interaction energy resisting a switch: the barrier to switching is thus the sum of the constrain~s

and the effective ctirical field for c~stalli e switching Eo. In a simulation. the s]vitch of an element may induce a localized
$.

imemal stress change in a c~stallite as large as 300 MPa and an electric field change as large as 2 MY’/m. These large fields
can cause the foilow-up switching of nearest neighbors. The folloi~-up s]vitches. ho\\ ei er. do not propagme through the

ceramic: the propagation of the switching (i.e. the autocatalytic process) is short Ii\ed because of crystallite not yielding

either mechanically or electrically due to the large constraints induced by the interaction energy. Afier [he propagation of

sivitching ends. a substantially higher applied fie!d is required to initiate any funher s~vitching. The intermirzent. step-\\ise

switching in the simulation is an inaccurate description of the real ferroelectric s~~itching in \vhich the propagation of

switching is tvidesp;ead throughout the polycrystal as predicted by a modified Avrami nucleation and growlh mode[~ I-~-$.

During reverse poling. most c~stallites undergo one direct 180’ s~vitches. but some undergo two consecutive 90’ s~~itches:

180° slvitching is favored over 90° s}~itching since no strain change is involved in 180° stitching. It is to be noted an equal

critical fie!d for 90” and 180” slvitching is used for this simulation. When a 90° s~vitch occurs, the switched c~stallite

usually undergoes a second 90° s~~itch immediately to reduce the mechanical strain created by its first 90° switch. Note that

the strain tune in Fig. 2(b) is smoother during reverse poling in the range -1.5 to -4.0 MV/m than the tune for electric

displacement in Fig. 2(a). This gradual electrical poling indicates that 180” switch has dominated and some c~slallites are

yet to be poled by firther 90” s;vitches.

Fig. 5 sholvs the a..ial stress verszis longitudinal strain and the corresponding &ial stress versus electric displacement
\vhen E. = 0.S6 hfV/m. Afier poling the ceramic to a remanent polarization of O.!S C!m2 and a :emacent strain of O.14?6 as

shown in Fig. 2. the field is reduced to zero. A compressive stress is then applied. The interaction energy (or mechanical and
electric constraints). accounted for in the last term on the left hand side of the s~~itching criterion in eq. (42). causes the stress

at which s~vitching first occurs to be 120 MPa of l~hich more than half is induced by the constraints. (For ferroelastic switchi-
ng, the right hand (erm 2Eopo in eq. (42) can be replaced by 1.5aoeo tvhere the effecrive critical stress for switching is Go

The value corresponding to EO = 0.56 MV/m is CTo= 59 MPa.) Beyond the stress of 120 MPa, switching occurs gradually

in Figs. 3(3) and”(b) and stress induced depolarization is induced. ‘When the compressive stress is redu~ed after ~he pea~.

almost no nonlinear strain and polarization change occurs.

W = O.1O ~lV/m and E~sO =1.0 h~V/nt6.2. Simulations with E.

Fig. -1shot~s the electric displacement verszts electric field hysteresis loop and the corresponding strain versus electric

‘o = O 10 hlV:m and the cri(ical field for 180’ s\vitching E~sOfield burrerfly loop when the cri[ical field for 90° st~itching EO .

= 1.0 MV/m. The low E~o suppresses 180° switching completely. The electric displacement 100p in Fig. .$(a) has a Io\v
remanent polarization of 0.15 C/m2 after a field is applied up to 4 lblV/nl and removed. In addition, the s\vitching is gradual

throughout the increase of the field. Upon reversal of the field, linear response ensues until the field is zero and then re~erse
s\~itching sets in again. Cycling of the electric field then gives a repeatable loop. F’ig. 4(b) sholvs the comesponcling strain

]“wszis electric field loop. The strain initially rises approximately to O.IS?Oat zero field during annealing. (A simulation \rirh

a different random set of c~stallites results in a different initial s[rain. but the strain value after annealing is usually above

10
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0. 1?6.) The rise in strain during annealing is the effect of the crystallite aligning their c-axes to reduce elastic mismatches
and thus to lower the global internal elastic energy. The strain loop also has shallow rounded tails instead of the typical deep

narrow ones observed in the measured butterfly loops 19. During polarization reversal, combinations of 90° s.vitches occur.

After undergoing a first 90° switch, many elements instantaneously undergo their second 90° switches to reduce their

internal energy. As a result, there are only modest changes in the rcmanent strain in the switching process. as can be seerr in

Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 5 shows the axial stress versus longitudinal strain and the corresponding axial stress versus elecuic displacement.

180 = 1 0 MV/m induced bv a compressive stress applied to the aggregate after cycling aswith E~ = 0.10 Y!V/m and EO . , .
shown in Fig. 4. The mechanical and electrical constraints of interaction among the c~stallites enlarge the simulated coercive

stress to approximately 100 MPa whereas the effecti~e critical slress of switching, Go, corresponding to ET = 0.10 hl~ m
(i.e. 90. st~itching is induced under stress) is only 16 ,MPa. The simulation shows that significant depolarization occurs at

lo~vcompressive stress as obsetwed in experiments 19. The pattern of s~vi(ching observed a( higher compressive stress (i.e. the

erratic depolarization curve in Fig. 5(b)) is a consequence of some elements undergoing reverse s}vitching. following slvitches
of a neighboring e!ement. This is due 10 the low Go being easily overcome by constraint interaction effects and large

mechanical and electrical depolarization stresses then fa%or the reverse s\vitching.
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7. DISCUSSION

. . .
.

The model developed in this paper has 8 disposable parameters. Among the paramews, Young’s modulus Y, Poisson’s

ratio u. dielectric permittivity E. and piezoe!ectric coefficient d---~~~are the experimentally measured values 19: the ma~nitu~t ~:”
[he spontaneous strain e. is required to match the remanent strain and the spontaneous polarization P. is required to malch

the remanent polarization of the experimental data ofa PLZT ceramic. Tne other parameters are the etl-ec:ivc critical fie!d Fcr
180~6 and are available for adjustment.90’ switching Eg” and the critical field for 180’ s~vitching E.

Regardless of the chosen e~ffective cri[ical fields. none of the simulations presented in this article successfully predicts kc

me3sured hysteresis loops of PLZTI 9. Although me ferroeleclric s~vitching occurs by domain wall motion~-~,~~.4S. [F.:

finite e!ement model neg!ects the details of the ~~all motion. InsIead. the model is based upon potential energy and (he

balance of w’ork during stitching: it treats switching in c~s~ailites as an abrupt phenomenon controlled by the applied
mechanical or electrical load constrained by nemes~ neighbor interactions and by macroscopic elastic. dielectric and

piezoe!ectric energ: thus. the fini[e element model is more close!y related to [he Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire model (i.e. a

double-\~ell potential model for unit cell slvitching~7.~9,~0 than 10 the Avrami model (i.e. a nucleation and gro~~[h mocei

for su itching in a single c~,s~al or polycrystalline cmsrtic)~ I-~-$-ln the Cxe of the finjte e]ement mode]. there are mujlipi<

energ> wel]s comesponding to each possible combination ofpolarimtion in the finite e!emen[. Note tha~ the effec[i~e fie!ds O(
Iso fi~ed paramel~rs in the finile element model. 3re of [he same orde~ of magniwde as the me~sur~ds’.{i[ching. E:) and EO .

coerci~e field. wnems the Land3u-Ginzburg-De~ onshire model predicls a coercive fie!d one or t~vo orde,rs of magnitude IXC?T

than rh3t the mmsured value?. 4-

ln 3ddi1ion. the presenred model neglec~s the spatial fluctuations of eiec~ric and s[ress fie!ds }vilhin an e!tme.n{

representing 3 c~, stzllite. Tne model simply assumes that complete swi~ching [Am plzce in a cqsiallite \*htn it mem ;he
cri[ical condilion for repolari.mtion e~aluated at [he c.entroid of the ftniie element. Thus. our s\\itching criterion in cq. (~~)

in\ 01) es inie~zc:ion energies that are too large. Consequent]. SNitching occurs Iocoily \viIhoul propagating through ?hc

cemmic bec3use [he c~slallites do no[ yield either mechanically and e!e-ctrically due to the resistance generated by (he

intemc:ion energy temns in the criterion. The simulation will reproduce the exFerimen131 data (e.g. the tails of the butter:~~

loop) if 3nd orrlj if man) neighbors of a switched c,nsrallite undergo follo~v-up sl~itching~ 1,~~. Such a simulation could b:
cm-ried out by an improved version of the fini[e e!ement method. For ex3mple. a model ~vhich includes the phenomenon of

domain ivall motion can be developed by implementing a Iaminar srructure of 90’ domains~~.~~. The domain structure u ith

a more gradu31 stmin change upon transformation than that occuring in [he compiefe st~irching of a c~staili(e is e.xpec:ed [o

impro~e the predicting capabili~ of the model.
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